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this firmware is for the part of the system where most of the gsm stuff happens. it is also the part of the kernel memory which is often times referred to as the kernel
- this part of memory is run by the kernel and its services start when the kernel is loaded to memory, so all of the running is done by the kernel. normally i wouldn’t

waste my time posting this, but i’m not doing anything with my own phone at the moment and i thought the community might benefit from it. /help rootfs load: /help
rootfs load(1) /sys/kernel/mm/vfs/mmcblkx/(2) because its a /boot partition it’s mounted at /boot(3) it’s also a vfat partition but it doesn’t have any directory except
‘root’. if you’re only looking for rootfs you should be careful not to mount anything except rootfs or your usb drives. this will just end in a brick. (1) /dev/sda2 is your

lsi (hicdcfg) (2) the zfc (3) zircmcfg (4) pin (5) pin_ctl (its a soft-read only register, which means its fine to read/write to while the firmware is powering off and
rebooting) (6) the pin_state register is the most important to edit. (7) the chip_swi_dir register is the same as pin_state. it allows the switch to call the swi_pinmux or

the pin handling logic. (8) the chip_swi_clk register (which doesn’t exist in the hardware) is what actually sets the swi pin into the swi_pinmux or the pin handling
logic. (9) the chip_swi_clk_ctl (which doesn’t exist in the hardware) is what enables the clock on/off for the swi pin. (10) the chip_swi_status register tells you what

pins are swi and what pins are in the pin handling logic.
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your thread has already been marked as a duplicate, so it may not be seen by everyone who asks the question. i think there may be some confusion on when you
marked the thread as a duplicate, because i think it seems from the messages we sent each other that you marked it as a duplicate of one of my own threads at

[url="http://forum.sceb.com/index.php?threads/easy-firmware-for-pirelli-drg-a225g.6188/"]http://forum.6188/[/url][/url], not my [url="http://forum.php?threads/easy-
firmware-for-pirelli-drg-a225g-pt2.18341/"]http://forum.18341/[/url][/url] which i created in my first reply. i'm not a moderator, and it's not my place to say what

questions should be a duplicate of what other's posts (even if i'm a member of their forum), so i'm only passing on what's been provided to me by others who are
moderators. it's not an offense, it's just standard practice. for clarification, the thread is marked as a duplicate of the thread

[url="http://forum.sceb.com/index.php?threads/easy-firmware-for-pirelli-drg-a225g-pt2.18341/"]http://forum.18341/[/url][/url], you decided to mark it as a duplicate
of my second reply, which was created to address the issues with the first reply. it's not my place to say what questions should be a duplicate of what other's posts

(even if i'm a member of their forum), so i'm only passing on what's been provided to me by others who are moderators. it's not an offense, it's just standard
practice. if you are one of the genuine fans of xda developer team and mostly active users of their android forums, then you are aware that many amazing

technologies have been released for android as a result of their hard work. we usually don’t have any clue regarding to what they are working on, but for sure they
are very rich in finding ways to suit their customers and users interest. we basically don’t have any responsibility and trust in what they release, or develop, or what
they make available to their customers. deviceboot or shellcharge. internal_link quick access required content check bootloader download ls firmware ls bootloader

stock rom (flash file) watch video tutorial on youtube how to download and install ls firmware how to install ls firmware on mobile link ls firmware uploaded and
running.. 5ec8ef588b
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